Hail Cesar! 3,514 On Hand As Danes Slay Dragons, 55-53, In OT; Cavenaugh Snags 20, Cesar 12, In Must Game

by Mike Pedder

Although students at the Hotel Wellington had been assured that their rooms would be checked for break-ins, many were shocked and angered to discover that rather than being protected, the Danes had found the empty dormitories to their advantage.

The incident occurred on January 15 and January 18 found students returning to their rooms to find broken windows, valuable items missing, and a general sense of insecurity.

As a precaution against having their privacy invaded, the management said it would install alarms in all new buildings, which returned twice over vacation to check for water damage from pipes that had leaked.

The Hotel Wellington, where SUNYA student residents were robbed of valuables worth more than $20,000 over the winter break.

Required Courses May Return

by Doug Howlett

It was a meeting that could be considered a return to the past. SUNYA undergraduates again have to fulfill academic requirements.

Last semester, the SUNY Board of Trustees, which oversees SUNYA, recommended that the mandatory course requirements for students be reinstated.

The principle is to ensure that students have the opportunity to take courses that are necessary for their degree programs.

Although the recommendation has been made, it is not clear what the final decision will be.

SUNY Board of Trustees Unchanged As Higher Ed Committee Stalls Bill

by Ed Moore

The State Legislative Commission on Higher Education, which oversees SUNYA, has not yet made a decision on the proposed bill.

SUNY police officers are considering the possibility of taking the case to a higher court.

Meanwhile, SUNYA President Ken Klein has been campaigning for the bill to be passed.

The legislation is expected to take several months to pass through the SUNYA Legislative Committee.

The SUNY Board of Trustees is currently considering the bill and is expected to make a decision in the near future.

In an interview with campus reporters, Klein said that the bill is necessary to ensure that SUNYA students have access to quality education.

The SUNY Board of Trustees is expected to vote on the bill in the coming weeks.

The bill would allow SUNYA to increase its tuition rates, which are currently lower than those at other SUNY campuses.

Supporters of the bill argue that it is necessary to ensure that SUNYA remains competitive in the higher education market.

Opponents of the bill argue that it would increase the financial burden on SUNYA students.

The SUNY Board of Trustees is expected to make a decision on the bill in the coming months.

In the meantime, SUNYA students are encouraged to speak out in support of the bill.

More Sports On Pages 13,15

by Brian Over

“We gave it our best shot,” said Head Coach Joe White. “We’re proud of the way the team played, but we knew we had our work cut out for us against Oneonta.”

The men’s basketball team fell to Oneonta 82-67, despite a strong performance by the SUNYA players.

The SUNYA team was led by Senior Forward John Minicucci, who scored a career-high 27 points.

The SUNYA team also received contributions from Freshman Guard Daniel Darby, who scored 18 points, and Sophomore Center Cesare Cotrone, who scored a game-high 21 points.

With the 3:14 mark on the clock and a 79-67 lead, SUNYA put the game out of reach.

The SUNYA team will next take on SUNY Brockport in the SUNYA semi-finals.

Pups Down Oneonta, 79-67, Despite Two-Player Loss

by Michael Smith

The SUNYA basketball team continued its impressive run with a dominant victory over Oneonta on Saturday.

The SUNYA team, led by Senior Guard Michael Smith, scored 29 points in the first half alone.

Smith was supported by Junior Forward Kevin Keane, who scored 16 points, and Sophomore Center Cesare Cate, who scored 11 points.

Despite the loss of two key players, the SUNYA team was able to maintain its lead throughout the game.

The SUNYA team will next take on SUNY Brockport in the SUNYA semi-finals.

Athletic Department's Gary Trewitt put up the first foul-line jumper.
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Spanish Ships Public Image of Franco

WASHINGTON (AP) Spain this week launched a mass media campaign designed to rehabilitate its image abroad. A government-appointed committee, headed by the country's ambassador to Washington, has decided to spend $10 million over the next two years to present a more positive picture of Spain.

The committee, called the "committee of national interest," was set up last year to consider ways of improving Spain's image in the outside world. The campaign will include a series of television and radio advertisements, articles in leading newspapers, and a series of public relations events.

The aim of the campaign is to counteract the negative image of Spain that has been created by the country's political system, which is based on a system of authoritarian rule.

The campaign will be financed by private contributions, and it is expected to begin in the next few weeks.

Gay Professor Faced in Budget Cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) A university in New York State is facing a budget crisis that has forced it to make severe cuts in its academic programs. The SUNY faculty has adopted a resolution calling for an end to budget cuts, but the university's administration is determined to continue the cuts.

The faculty resolution was adopted by a majority vote of 200 to 50. It calls for an end to all budget cuts and for the immediate restoration of all academic programs that have been cut.

The university's administration has already announced plans to cut $10 million from the budget, which will result in the elimination of 100 full-time equivalent positions.

The faculty resolution is being ignored by the administration, which is determined to continue the cuts.

The faculty resolution is being ignored by the administration, which is determined to continue the cuts.
Going is Rough for Pre-Meds

by Harry Silver

SUNYA's pre-medical and pre-dental students have long felt they were losing ground and needed to vie for their place in the national and state averages.

The national average for the United States is 4.0, while SUNYA's average for the past three years is 3.39. This is based on the average of all four-year institutions in the United States.

In order to improve their standing, SUNYA's pre-medical and pre-dental students must increase their scores in the national average. The average score for SUNYA's pre-medical students last year was 3.36, while the national average for all four-year institutions in the United States is 3.40.

In order to improve their standing, SUNYA's pre-medical and pre-dental students must increase their scores in the national average. The average score for SUNYA's pre-medical students last year was 3.36, while the national average for all four-year institutions in the United States is 3.40.

In order to improve their standing, SUNYA's pre-medical and pre-dental students must increase their scores in the national average. The average score for SUNYA's pre-medical students last year was 3.36, while the national average for all four-year institutions in the United States is 3.40.
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FREE UNIVERSITY OF JEWISH LEARNING

IN ADDITION TO our ongoing "Literary Analysis" and "Scientific Analysis" courses, we have launched "Sociology of the American Jewish Community," in which we explore the role of Jews in American society.

Registration is now open for all courses. Classes begin January 30.

Thursday morning, 10 a.m.

Sociology of the American Jewish Community
Richard M. Lebowitz

FRIDAYS

Fall Semester:

"Literary Analysis" by Professor M. Markowitz
"Scientific Analysis" by Professor S. Shapiro
"Sociology of the American Jewish Community" by Professor R. Lebowitz

Evening Session:

"Literary Analysis" by Professor M. Markowitz
"Scientific Analysis" by Professor S. Shapiro
"Sociology of the American Jewish Community" by Professor R. Lebowitz

For information, please call 823-4567.

THE FREE UNIVERSITY OF JEWISH LEARNING is a non-profit educational institution that offers courses for adults in the Jewish community. We are dedicated to promoting the study of Jewish culture and history.
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**TUESDAY**

*Time* magazine features "Colonial Williamsburg and British Colonial America," by Mrs. William B. Haxby, on Rte. 100 from Montreal. A weekly column on the history of the area will be presented.

Monday, Feb. 14, 9:30 p.m.: Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Haxby will present a lecture on the history of the Williamsburg area. Mrs. Haxby will present her diplomatic past. Mr. Haxby will present his diplomatic past.

**WEDNESDAY**

**THURSDAY**

**FRI**

**SAT**

**MONDAY**

Chenoweth review of the Side with Hobbit Holmes. An interview with the Director of the Tolkien Society. 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center. Free admission.

Waves North Carolina. 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center. Free admission.
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Frampton Fingers Fests On Friday

by Lynn Myrick
Finding your expectations in what Steven Winters does free, you really have the best advertising. It's their medium, and when it comes to commercials they know how to do it with more impact than anyone else, and is not as afraid to make a fool of itself. On vinyl, at least, Frampton stays away from the role, not the only role. On vinyl, at least, Frampton stays away from the role, not the only role. On
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</table>

media madness

A Disappointing Winter
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Space
And the Art of University Maintenance

Every student is affected by decisions made in offices such as those on these pages. Will your favorite professor get a raise? Will you have to submit papers to a desk in the Academic Affairs? Will there be a new vending machine on campus? Will you have to take separate courses outside your major? Will there be more free intercollegiate sports? Will the ASP strive for improved personnel?

The people who make decisions like these have offices larger than your RA's and more space than most professors. Few people ever see these offices, and the ASP has enjoyed a few of them once these pages for your viewing.

Note that the photos are taken with a twenty-five millimeter wide-angle lens. This makes them appear somewhat larger than they really are, though objects in the offices will show you to the opposite size. The lens was necessary in order to include as much of the office in the shot as possible.

Until 1975 SUNY Central had a set formula on the amount of square feet that could be allotted to a specific number of students. Faculty could have up to 120 square feet, department chairs 150, deans 180-220, vice presidents 250-300, and 400 square feet for the school president.

Now, the only guideline is a rule that determines allotted space by multiplying the number of full-time professors in a department by 160. The result is the total square footage to be occupied by that department.
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photos by ken amor
Emmylou Harris did something...to put it mildly...she changed the way I listen to Dylan. I mean, I knew "Sara" by heart and "Isis" seemed to be a confusing mess. But now, when I listen to Dylan, it's like a whole new world has opened up. It's not just about the songs and their meaning, but about the way they're performed and the emotional resonance they hold. It's a whole new Dylan experience.

As an example, let's take "Sara." In this version, the song feels more personal and intimate. The lyrics are about a woman named Sara who is loved by Dylan but who has left him. The song is a reflection on the pain of losing someone you care for. But in Harris's version, the song is more somber and melancholy, which makes it feel more like a love letter to Sara. The way she sings it, it's like she's pouring her heart out to the listener, which makes it even more powerful.

I've been a Dylanologist for a while now, but this is the first time I've heard a version of a Dylan song that made me feel like this. I never thought I'd say it, but...Dylan has become more than just a songwriter to me. He's become a storyteller, a singer, and a musician who can inspire emotion in his listeners.

So, if you're a Dylan fan and you haven't heard Emmylou Harris's version of "Sara," I highly recommend it. It's a whole new world of Dylan waiting to be discovered.
The best ways to experience the identical clear glasses, preferably few minutes go by for looking. Make the wine glasses, preferably few minutes go by for looking. Make the wine. The wine has been poured. I like their own special ways. One of pencil with an eraser and three of wine being tasted, then let a Your tasting group should read: bottles or pitchers into which various styles of quality—and not wine glasses. Obtain a grease pen smelling, testing and making and pouring wines for subse to use ordinary ice water pitchers.

Order to taste blind. "Blind" When the participants arrive, without any Information at allbered paper bags secured by rub-

about a third full of the appro

by A CorMn HouNna a tasting with one to five friends, should be given a brief explana-

with one to five friends, should be given a brief explana-
letters

throwing the book at follett

To the Editor:

Outcome: Not as this semester renovations

are complete on campus, the university

has implemented a new system for

the Follett bookstore. Under the

new system, students can purchase

their textbooks in advance online.

The system is intended to improve

supply of patience. While waiting on line in the

bookstore last week (I

cherished holidays like so many pawns on the

chessboard. We've gone far enough in terms of

working assistants organized a system infinitely superior to the confusion of posters

and signs which now decorates the campus. We've

don't like dirty walls, and so on, it is surely better to have some inconvenience of this

sort than to be faced with a day with a

The open book exchange, where students selling and buying used textbooks can

exchange books at no cost, is now available to other students on campus. Museum Dean and some hard

working assistants organized a system infinitely superior to the confusion of posters

and signs which now decorates the campus. We've
don't like dirty walls, and so on, it is surely better to have some inconvenience of this

sort than to be faced with a day with a

savings could be put to use for real services for the state's citizens—such as

health care, education, and infrastructure. President Emmett B. Fields, however, can apply the loose

purse strings of the state's budget to finance such projects. He has expressed the desire to use

the savings to improve the quality of education and research at the university. However, the

student body is divided on the issue. Some students believe that the money should be used to

reduce tuition costs, while others think it should be used to improve the library or academic

facilities.

The English PhD program at American is in jeopardy. In December State Senator

Committee on Higher Education, who was appointed to the committee by the

University of Albany, said that the English PhD program is not sustainable.

The program is facing significant challenges, including low enrollment and

funding cuts. In addition, there is a concern about the quality of the program, as

some faculty members believe that the program is not producing graduates

who are prepared for the job market.

In his capacity as a member of Congress, I have

an important role in shaping the future of American's English PhD program.

I believe that we must take action to ensure the survival of this program, which

is critical to the advancement of scholarship in our nation's universities.

I am calling on my colleagues in Congress to join me in supporting the

English PhD program at American. Together, we can ensure that this program

has the resources it needs to continue producing graduates who will

make important contributions to the field of English studies.

Sincerely,

John Doe

Congressman for the Third District of New York

The Editors of the New England Review

A Farewell to the English Department?

The English PhD program at American is facing a critical moment in its history. The

program, which has been a cornerstone of American's reputation for excellence in

literature and culture, is now threatened by cuts to its funding and enrollment.

As an educator and scholar, I have dedicated my career to the promotion of

literature and the humanities, and I am deeply concerned about the future of the

English PhD program.

The English PhD program at American is far more than just a place where students

study and learn. It is a community of scholars who come together to engage in

open, lively discussion and debate about the most important issues of our time.

It is a place where students are encouraged to think critically and creatively,

and to challenge the status quo. It is a place where the best minds in the

world come together to share their ideas and insights.

As such, the English PhD program is an essential component of American's

academic identity. It is a program that has produced some of the greatest

scholars and thinkers of our time, and it will continue to do so in the years to

come.

I urge all members of the American community to join me in supporting the

English PhD program. Let us work together to ensure that this program

has the resources it needs to continue to be a vital part of American's

academic landscape.
The meeting is led by a different student each time. Surely our visitor would notice a blaring stereo and screaming maniacs. He might not even be surprised that he’d be able to pursue his own lifestyle as long as he doesn’t interfere with others’.

Most other students, would be displeased by it. One doesn’t normally notice the absence of televisions, and most do. The section works together as a community. There are no specific rules, except the desire to make noise. People are free to study in their room, others also

as Just "alternative living environment". I am in­

University Concert Board presents

PAUL W. WATSON

PETER FRANKLIN

with

COLONIAL QUAD IS SPONSORING A PARTY AT THE PALACE

FRIDAY, FEB. 6
8:00 pm tickets on sale now!!!

TICKETS: $3.50 w/tax CARD
$6.00 General Public

Bus tickets will be available Feb 2-6 in the contact office

TICKETS ALSO ON SALE AT THE PALACE
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Do you have a minute to spare?

did you know that for a minute of your time you could help pass a law?

as a part of the

NYPiRG Student Lobby

you can be part of the statewide movement to:

- ban non-returnable bottles
- characterize nuclear waste
- reform the Educational Testing Service (ETS)
- effect other important legislation

in other words, for the time you take to read this, you could vote for your State Legislator and have an impact on your future.

One voice is hard to hear, thousands are hard to ignore

for further information stop by the NYPiRG office (CC 332) or call 457-2446.
FIRST ANNIVERSARY
NOTE:
For your convenience there will be two entrances to the Party, thru Stuyvesant Tower as well as the Flagroom.

'T78-THE ONLY REAL PARTY ON CAMPUS

Admission:
$1.00 w/ University I.D.
$1.50 University Guests Only

Admission Covers All
PLUS FREE Party Favors

You MUST HAVE an I.D.—TAX CARDS will not be honored
Proof of age required to drink

NOTE: For your convenience there will be two entrances to the Party, thru Stuyvesant Tower as well as the Flagroom.
The CLASS OF 1978 COUNCIL would sincerely like to thank the Dutch Quad Residence Staff and Dutch Quad Board for its help and understanding in making this event possible.

‘78-THE ONLY REAL PARTY ON CAMPUS
KEEP THE PARTY GOING
Women Gymnasts Roll On

by Michael Smith

Almost 10000008 tonight, with an entry fee of $2.50, the Union women's gymnastics team took on the University of New York at Albany, winning by a score of 92-60. The team was led by Debbie Holler, 5'8" and 13 years old, who scored 52 points on the floor exercise.

The Union team started out strong with a score of 47-34 at halftime. However, the Albany team came back in the second half to score 48 points. Despite the Albany comeback, the Union team held on to win by a score of 92-60.

The Union team's top scorers included Debbie Holler with 52 points, Diana Hunter with 49 points, and Tracey Baker with 43 points. The Albany team's top scorer was Kelly Kent, who scored 58 points.

Union head coach Bruce Cameron said, "We were excited to have the opportunity to compete against such a strong team. We worked hard and made good use of our skills."